Abstract Electrostatic fields generated by thunderclouds can significantly heat and modify the lower ionospheric electrons at altitudes of 70-80 km. These fields can map to higher altitudes along the geomagnetic field lines and have been proposed as the mechanism for generation of whistler ducts. Previous 2-D modeling of these fields have been limited to azimuthally symmetric cases which requires a vertical magnetic field. We have developed a 3-D model of the electrostatic thundercloud fields which allows the consideration of effects of the geomagnetic field dip angle on the mapping of the fields to high altitudes. The results show stronger electric fields at altitudes of 70-110 km with an equatorward and eastward shift of tens of kilometers at lower geomagnetic latitudes. These stronger fields are mapped into the magnetosphere and may therefore be important for whistler duct generation. The fields also indicate a more significant contribution of the quiescent heating on VLF early/fast events.
Introduction
The influence of thundercloud electrostatic and quasi-electrostatic fields at high altitudes (∼60-150 km) has been the subject of numerous studies [see, for example, Holzer and Saxon, 1952; Park and Dejnakarintra, 1973; Dejnakarintra and Park, 1974; Tzur and Roble, 1985; Pasko et al., 1995; Inan et al., 1996; Pasko et al., 1998; Pulinets et al., 2000; Tonev and Velinov, 2005] . The fields are generated by charged particles created by various mechanisms in the thundercloud and distributed by updrafts within the cloud. The charging process takes place over many minutes and the fields created can thus be considered electrostatic. Lightning results in the sudden removal or redistribution of the thundercloud charges and can thus disturb the steady state conditions. These disturbances persist over a relatively long time scale and thus may be considered as quasi-electrostatic (QE). The quasi-electrostatic fields of lightning discharges at high altitudes and their role in generation of sprites and runaway electrons have also been the subject of many studies [Lehtinen et al., 1996 [Lehtinen et al., , 1997 Pasko et al., 1997; Qin et al., 2011, and references therein] . These phenomena are also influenced by the steady state conditions generated by the electrostatic fields before the lightning strike such as the quiescent heating of the ionospheric electrons Pasko et al., 1998 ].
Based on the simple model of Holzer and Saxon [1952] , there are three factors that increase penetration of thundercloud fields to ionospheric altitudes: (1) higher altitude of thundercloud charges, (2) larger magnitude of these charges, and (3) larger scale height of ambient conductivity profile. Due to very high specific conductivity, the electrostatic potential can map from the ionospheric D and E regions to higher altitudes along the geomagnetic field lines with very small attenuation. Park and Helliwell [1971] showed that transverse (i.e., perpendicular to the geomagnetic field) electric fields of 10 mV/m at 100 km altitude can create 5% field-aligned electron density variations at L = 4 in ∼30 min, which can trap whistler waves. The same authors proposed thunderclouds as the source of this electric field. With a simple analytical model considering a single point charge inside the thundercloud at middle to high latitudes, Park and Dejnakarintra [1973] (hereafter referred to as PD73) calculated the transverse electric fields to be ∼50 μV/m in the equatorial plane of the magnetosphere. They also considered the effects of anisotropies in the ionospheric conductivity for altitudes above ∼70 km. Their calculations show that with anisotropic conductivities, i.e., taking into account the effect of the geomagnetic field, maximum radial electric field, E max r , is 3 orders of magnitude larger than that in the case of isotropic conductivity. Although PD73 model calculations considered a vertical geomagnetic field, the effects of these fields at lower latitudes are stronger since the attenuation of fields due to geomagnetic field line divergence when they are mapped to magnetosphere is stronger for higher latitudes [Park and Helliwell, 1971] . The model of PD73 has been since used by many others to study the thundercloud 10.1002/2015GL064042 electrostatic fields and their role in high altitudes chemistry and dynamics. Vellinov and Tonev [1994] improved the PD73 model for a thundercloud with multiple charge layers, by modeling the finite sizes of charges using a disk shape. They showed, as PD73 had predicted, that in most cases the relative contribution of the lowest positive charge for E r in a thundercloud with three charge layers is negligible. Vellinov and Tonev [1994] further took into account electron production, loss, and advection and showed that the intense E r can produce an electron hole above a thunderstorm of radius 50-100 km in the E and F regions. On the other hand, for an inverted dipole charge distribution, an electron density enhancement was created at the same heights. Velinov and Tonev [1995] further improved the previous models by using a piecewise exponential conductivity profile and found values of E max r = 10μV/m at z = 150 km (for a charge Q = 100 C at z 0 = 15 km), which are about 2 orders of magnitude smaller than the values obtained by PD73. Rodger et al. [1998a] tested the formulation of PD73 and confirmed it to be consistent with the experimental results of Holzworth et al. [1985] . The authors, however, suggested a much smaller upper (10-15 km) positive charge (7-8 C compared to 40-70 C suggested by Holzworth et al. [1985] ) based on the model results and argued that the lower charge may be due to the screening charge layer above the top layer. Thundercloud electric fields at high altitudes and their possible role in whistler duct formation was also considered by Rodger et al. [1998b Rodger et al. [ , 2002 and McCormick et al. [2002] with contradicting conclusions. Namely, Rodger et al. [1998b Rodger et al. [ , 2002 , using experimentally measured conductivity profiles of the atmosphere [Hale, 1984; Holzworth et al., 1985] , suggested that the fields can play an important role in the duct creation, while McCormick et al. [2002] , using the same conductivity profiles and a more realistic charge structure, argued that the fields are not important. [2002] were the first to consider the effects of nonvertical geomagnetic field on the structure and strength of the electrostatic fields above a thunderstorm. They solved for the electrostatic fields at polar and equatorial latitudes (vertical and horizontal magnetic fields). At the equator, they reported an eastward horizontal shift of 3-100 km at 70-100 km altitude in the electric field structure, which increased with altitude. Their results, however, underestimated the experimental results found by Holzworth et al. [1985] by a factor of ∼3. The authors explain the discrepancy by stating that "the model can not adequately reflect the modification of the thundercloud conductivity itself." The asymmetric structure and the shift of the electric field were later also predicted for the transient quasi-electrostatic fields following a lightning discharge [Tonev and Velinov, 2005] .
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Pasko et al.
[1998] developed a cylindrically symmetric 2-D numerical model, self-consistently solving for conductivity changes by taking into account the electron heating. The electric field used was below breakdown threshold and thus no ionization effect was considered. Intense heating regions were predicted with lateral extent varying from 150 km to 350 km and the vertical extent of about 10 km covering most of the D region at 70-80 km which could extend to 85 km depending on the conductivity profile used. The heating effect on the specific conductivity, ∥ , which controls the penetration of the vertical component of the electric field, is such that the conductivity in the lower part of D region is decreased but then sharply increases to ambient values at higher altitudes. The decrease of ∥ smooths out the vertical gradients, facilitating the upward penetration of the vertical electric fields. However, the sudden increase of conductivity, inhibits the penetration so that at 90 km the electric field is 70% lower than in the case without heating.
In this paper, a high-resolution three-dimensional electrostatic heating model is developed to determine the penetration of electric fields generated by a thundercloud into ionosphere. The model self-consistently considers E-field-driven electron heating, and the resulting conductivity changes and can include a realistic geomagnetic field. For this study we consider only the long time scale effects (minutes to hours) in the charge accumulation phase of the thundercloud.
Model
The model is based on the solutions of the quasi-electrostatic equations [Pasko et al., 1998 ] in a three-dimensional Cartesian coordinate system. The axes are chosen so thatx points to the magnetic east,ŷ is in the meridian plane and points to the magnetic north, andẑ points to the zenith. The electrostatic potential in the simulation domain is found from charge conservation equation
where the source ⃗ J s is the current density inside the thunderstorm responsible for the electrification of the cloud. The conductivity tensor,̂, for a magnetic field in the yz plane is written as follows:
where ∥ , P , and H are field-aligned, Pedersen, and Hall conductivities, respectively, and S = sin(I), C = cos(I) where I is the magnetic dip angle, i.e., the angle between the magnetic field andŷ. The total conductivity tensor consists of both ion and electron conductivities,̂=̂e +̂i. At altitudes below z = 70 km the ion-neutral and electron-neutral collision frequencies are much higher than the ions and electrons gyrofrequencies. Thus, ions and electrons can be considered as unmagnetized and the conductivity tensors are approximately diagonal. The model ion conductivities at these altitudes are constant in time during the simulation and are initialized to a profile obtained from previous experimental and modeling studies of atmospheric conductivities [Hale, 1984; Holzworth et al., 1985; Park and Helliwell, 1971] . At higher altitudes, electron and ion conductivities can be expressed as ∥e,i = |q e,i |N e,i e,i , Pe,i = |q e,i |N e,i e,i (1 + 2 e,i
where q e,i are the charges, N e,i are the number densities, and e,i = e∕(m e,i e,i ) are the nonmagnetized mobilities for electrons and ions. We use a dipole-model geomagnetic field,
where R is the distance from the center of the Earth in Earth radii, is the geomagnetic latitude, and B 0 = 3.06 × 10 −5 T. The electron mobility changes greatly with electric field and introduces nonlinear behavior into the calculations. The changes in the electron density due to ionization and attachment are neglected in this study since the calculated electric fields are well below the values at which the effect of these processes becomes appreciable Pasko et al., 1998 ].
The second term in equation (1) may be expressed as ∇ ⋅ ⃗ J s = − s ∥ ∕ 0 where s is the source charge density inside the thundercloud [Pasko et al., 1998 ]. Equation (1) with a constant s is solved on a three-dimensional structured grid in the Cartesian coordinate system. In order to take the conductivity changes into account self-consistently, the equation is solved iteratively until the conductivities and electric fields converge to their final values as in Pasko et al. [1998] , a process which usually takes only a few iterations. For the side boundaries we can use any combination of Dirichlet or Neumann boundary conditions (e.g., = 0 or ∕ x = 0, respectively, at x = ±x max ). At z = 0 the ground conductivity can be assumed as infinite for the electrostatic case and thus we can take = 0. The choice of the boundary conditions at the top boundary, however, is more complicated. For example, Dirichlet ( = 0) condition may not be used because it amounts to "short-circuiting" the transverse E field, in which we are interested, in particular, for its role in the generation of the whistler ducts. One way to overcome this problem is to extend the boundary to the conjugate hemisphere. However, such an extension is computationally prohibitive. A better choice of the boundary conditions would be to assume that only the electric field component parallel to the B field (due to the very high parallel conductivities) is zero at the top boundary. This assumption is also consistent with satellite and rocket observations of the parallel DC electric fields in the topside ionosphere and the magnetosphere. With the choice of the magnetic field direction in the yz plane we can express this condition as follows:
Condition (3) is neither a Dirichlet nor a Neumann boundary condition, and the existence and uniqueness of the solution to (1) is not guaranteed. However, there has been at least one previous report of its use which has produced successful results [Moelter et al., 1998 ]. Note that the condition reduces to a Neumann boundary condition for a vertical magnetic field. Although a rigorous mathematical proof of the existence of the solution with the above boundary condition is beyond the scope of this study, our analysis and results shown in the next section support the correctness of the solutions and indicates the validity of our assumptions. The choice of the top boundary as described by equation (3) is limited to higher altitudes above ∼120 km where the parallel conductivity exceeds several orders of magnitude the conductivities across the magnetic field lines and the magnetic field lines can be considered as equipotential. This boundary condition might not be valid in the case of strong field-aligned currents like during a magnetospheric substorm. At the side boundaries, both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions introduce an error of 5-10% in the solutions close to the boundary. Thus, to minimize the error in the region of interest, it is necessary to take the side boundaries at a far enough distance away from the center of the charge distributions. On the other hand, the spatial discretization of the equation (1) is second-order accurate and to minimize the error from the finite-difference approximation of the derivatives, a small spatial grid size (Δx, Δy, Δz) should be chosen. These two requirements dictate a very large number of grid points in each direction, which results in a very large system of discretized equations to be solved. In order to optimize the computer resources, we use a nonuniform coordinate system in the x and y directions, with a higher resolution in the region of interest, i.e., around the middle of the computational domain. To keep the second-order accuracy of the finite approximations we use the chain rule method for derivatives [Moin, 2010, Chapter 2, pp. 23-25] . Even when using nonuniform grids, the system of discretized equations is still too large to fit in the memory of a single computer, and even if enough memory is found, the limited processing power of a single computer would still not allow the calculation to be completed in a reasonable time. To overcome this problem, the model is parallelized using the domain-decomposition method for better performance, and the sparse system of difference equations is solved using High Performance Preconditioners package with generalized minimal residual solver with a semicoarsening multigrid preconditioner [Falgout et al., 2006] . For the results shown in the next section we put the side boundaries 300 km away from the center of charge distributions and the top boundary at 200 km altitude. We discretize the domain with (856 × 856 × 500) points with a resolution of 339-8053 m depending on whether we are at the center of the domain or close to the side boundaries. The equations are solved with 56 processing cores on a cluster of computers each with 64 GB of memory and 12 processors. Figure 1 shows the magnitude of the electrostatic fields found from solving equation (1) on xz plane at y = 0 and yz plane at x = 0. The top row shows the field intensities on a logarithmic scale, and the bottom row displays the corresponding electric field profiles at selected altitudes represented by different colors. The results of the 2-D model which assumes a vertical geomagnetic field, are shown in the line plots as dash-dotted lines and the 3-D model results with a 10 ∘ magnetic dip angle are plotted as solid lines. To isolate the effect of the geomagnetic field direction, the system of source charges has been kept azimuthally symmetric, similar to the previous 2-D models. In other words, the upper thundercloud charge is assumed to be a Gaussian-distributed monopole charge of 100 C: 
Results
where
The results shown in Figure 1 indicate that below ∼70 km the fields are symmetric around the z axis and that there is very good agreement between the vertical and nonvertical magnetic field solutions at these altitudes. The medium there is nonmagnetized due to very high rates of collisions between the charged and the neutral particles and the geomagnetic field direction can thus be safely ignored. The 2-D model is thus sufficient at z ≲ 70 km. At altitudes above ∼70 km, however, the vertical and nonvertical geomagnetic field solutions start to deviate. The electric field structure at these altitudes are not axisymmetric and the peak electric fields are shifted in a horizontal direction. The shift in thex direction (eastward) is due to the low geomagnetic field dip angle (I = 10 ∘ in this case). The electric field being mostly vertical, the large angle between ⃗ E and ⃗ B introduces the Hall currents in the − ⃗ E × ⃗ B direction. The peak electric fields are also displaced in the −ŷ direction (southward). Further analysis of the solution of the fields in the Southern Hemisphere (not shown) shows a northward displacement therein. At the equator the electric field distribution becomes symmetric in the north-south direction at all altitudes. Thus, the north-south shift of the peak electric field is an equatorward shift in both hemispheres, which is larger at lower latitudes. This result can be explained by the fact that, due to very high ionospheric conductivity along the geomagnetic field lines, the electrostatic potential can map along the magnetic field lines with very low attenuation. At the equator, instead of the shift, we obtain symmetrical and slowly decaying electric field profiles in the north-south direction.
The self-consistent conductivity profiles at the location of maximum electric fields at altitudes of 60-120 km are shown in Figure 2a , where we compare the high-latitude (magnetic dip angle I = 90 ∘ ) and low-latitude (I = 10 ∘ ) profiles. The differences between these profiles are due both to the differences in the magnetic field strength and the nonlinear change of the electron mobility with electric fields. As mentioned in section 1, the scale height of the conductivity profile in theẑ direction, zz = P cos 2 (I) + ∥ sin 2 (I), determines the strength of the electric fields mapped to higher altitudes. For vertical geomagnetic fields at high latitudes, zz ≃ ∥ and the conductivity parallel to the geomagnetic field lines maps the fields to higher altitudes. For low latitudes, however, the conductivity profile in the vertical direction is more complicated, as shown in Figure 2a for I = 10 ∘ magnetic dip angle with the red dashed line. For altitudes below ∼70 km, P ≃ ∥ and thus zz ≃ ∥ . For altitudes between 70 and 85 km, zz is controlled by both parallel and Pedersen conductivity terms. At higher altitudes the scaled parallel conductivity term dominates over the scaled Pedersen conductivity term, and zz ≃ ∥ sin 2 (I). As can be seen from Figure 2a , for a nonvertical geomagnetic field, the vertical conductivity profile at altitudes higher than ∼70 km has a larger scale height and hence the electric fields are mapped with less attenuation, which finds confirmation in the next panel. As shown in Figure 2b , the magnitude of the peak electric field is significantly (up to 2 orders of magnitude) larger at lower latitudes than at the high latitudes. The larger peak electric fields have significant implications for the mesospheric and thermospheric processes and indicate a stronger upward coupling between the electrified thunderstorms and the high-altitude space environment at middle to equatorial latitudes than previously believed. At the equator (I = 0), the parallel conductivity is completely horizontal and the electric field has to penetrate across the magnetic field lines to higher altitudes which becomes harder at higher altitudes since the ratio of P ∕ ∥ decreases with altitude.
Figures 2c and 2d show the horizontal location of the peak electric fields at altitudes of 60-120 km, for different magnetic dip angles. For nonvertical magnetic fields, the peak electric field starts to shift eastward above ∼70 km altitude, and the shift linearly grows with altitude until it reaches its maximum, after which it remains constant. The altitude at which the fields reach their maximum eastward shift depends on the magnetic dip angle and is higher for smaller dip angles. The equatorward shift of the peak electric fields also starts above ∼70 km, linearly grows with altitude, and is higher for lower dip angles. As discussed above, this result is consistent with the transverse electric field being efficiently "mapped" along the geomagnetic field lines. At the equator, the electric fields are symmetric in the north-south direction and the peak electric fields are not shifted in this direction.
Discussion
Whistler Duct Formation
The whistler duct formation mechanism proposed by Park and Helliwell [1971] needs strong transverse (i.e., perpendicular to the magnetic field lines) electric fields in order to create density irregularities in the average lifetime of a thunderstorm. The thundercloud-generated electrostatic fields are mainly vertical at all latitudes due to the configuration of the charges and the boundaries and the atmospheric conductivity gradient with height. At lower latitudes these vertical electric fields have a larger component perpendicular to the geomagnetic fields and may thus be more effective in the duct generation mechanism. Moreover, our analysis shows that by neglecting the direction of the geomagnetic fields at nonpolar latitudes, the E fields have until now been underestimated. The higher values of the fields at lower latitudes should favor the whistler duct generation mechanism proposed by Park and Helliwell [1971] . The transverse electrostatic fields at the nonpolar latitudes, unlike those used by Park and Helliwell [1971] , are not symmetrical around theẑ axis. This asymmetry would impact the effectiveness of the fields and the spatial size and small-scale structures of the generated duct calculated from the Park and Helliwell [1971] theory. The detailed analysis of the effectiveness of the fields at nonpolar latitudes in the duct generation mechanism is beyond the scope of this paper.
Early/Fast Events
Electrostatic thundercloud fields have been proposed to persistently heat the ionospheric electrons to a quiescent level . Changes in the thundercloud charges by lightning discharges lead to heating/cooling above/below this quiescent level, which results in ionospheric modifications that can be seen as early/fast events in VLF waves propagating in the Earth-ionosphere waveguide. The calculated stronger electrostatic fields at nonpolar latitudes lead to a stronger level of heating above the thunderclouds and thus a larger ionospheric modification due to lightning discharges than previously estimated. These larger modifications may render the quiescent heating model more plausible .
Implications for Sprites
As can be seen in Figure 2 , the maximum electric fields at altitudes above ∼70 km are larger than the maximum electric fields at the polar latitudes by up to 2 orders of magnitude. The electrostatic fields at lower latitudes also show an eastward and equatorward shift at altitudes higher than ∼70 km. The eastward shift is 10.1002/2015GL064042
qualitatively consistent with the results of Tonev and Velinov [2002] . These shifts displace the heating region above the thundercloud horizontally. In addition to heating, the structured electric field configuration at lower latitudes might lead to significantly structured electron density distributions at altitudes where sprites and halos are produced. The electron density perturbation could be caused by electron convection or other chemical reactions neglected in this study which are important on long time scales comparable to the thundercloud charging time [Gordillo-Vazquez, 2008] . These preconditioning effects could be related to the observations of large-scale optical structures in the diffuse halos [Moudry et al., 2003] and eventually lead to sprite initiation [Qin et al., 2014] .
Although the results presented here do not include the sprite-producing postdischarge quasi-electrostatic fields, Tonev and Velinov [2005] estimated a similar eastward shift for the postdischarge fields at equatorial regions. Their analysis, however, does not take into account the conductivity changes due to the electric fields self-consistently. Further self-consistent analysis of the postdischarge lightning quasi-electrostatic fields at nonpolar latitudes is needed to examine the effects of the magnetic field dip angle for these fields. In case the calculations of lightning-generated QE fields show a similar horizontal shift and stronger fields at high altitudes, the results would have extremely important implications on our understanding of the mechanisms responsible for the observations of horizontally displaced sprites [Wescott et al., 2001; São Sabbas et al., 2003] and the measurements and modeling of electric fields at the sprite initiation altitudes [Hu et al., 2007] .
